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Yale Chi Alpha Core Group Guide
The Core Group Meeting: Expectations, Outline & Principles for the Leader

Core Group Meetings: Weeks 1 & 2
 
The first few weeks of your core group set the stage for the rest of the year.  Within the 
first 2 weeks you’ll need to communicate basic expectations & give opportunity for all 
the members to share some biographical information.  Clear communication about the 
focus & agenda for core group will help members relax and know what to expect.  Don’t 
assume they can read your mind – even with what seems to be obvious details! 
 
Basic expectations would be:
• When, where, and at what time the group meets
• Who leads the group
• Contact information
• How the meeting will run (Sharing, music, Bible study, prayer, etc).
• The expectations of the members: confidentiality, honesty, etc.  More about this later.
• *Be sure to share this information 2-3 weeks in a row.  You’ll have new members 

throughout those weeks and repetition always helps!
 
Sharing personal life stories:
Before moving into your Bible study, take 2 weeks (potentially a 3rd if you have more 
new people) for members to share some biographical information.  This can be called 
“history sharing”, “timeline”, “My story”, etc.  The goal is to start friendship, demonstrate 
some vulnerability, share how you came to faith, and begin building trust.  By prioritizing 
relationships before other agendas you demonstrate genuine value for others.  It also 
highlights the difference between core group and a Bible study.  The latter is for the 
transfer of information.  The core group is for life transformation!  Therefore, the core 
group leaders should share first (or one each week for the first 2 weeks).  Remember: 
your core group members will only follow you as far as you are willing to lead.  The 
more you risk & demonstrate vulnerability, the more they are willing to follow.  

Core Group Meetings after 2 weeks: An Example
 
• The goal of core group is straightforward—life transformation. We accomplish that in 

two ways: praying for one another and learning from scripture. Those two activities 
should dominate your schedule in roughly equal amounts of time.

• Tell people the meeting will take 90min and always shoot to be done in 60 minutes. It 
gives you flex time at the end to really minister to people and it also leaves them 
happy rather than frustrated.
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7:50pm – Throw in a cool worship CD on a low but audible volume
8:00pm – People have been straggling in over the last few minutes, give it at least 5 or 
10 more before you shift gears. You’re not starting late; you’re starting with 
relationships!
8:05pm – Formally shift gears. “Okay everyone, we’re going to get started now. We’re 
having some good fellowship, so let’s build on that. How was your week and do you 
have any prayer requests?” Go around in a circle. You might need to intervene to keep it 
tight (don’t let someone share all evening).

Caveat: you are here to minister to people, and sometimes a significant 
opportunity for ministry will present itself right here. Take it. Throw the lesson out 
the window and minister to people when the timing seems right. However!  If that 
happens several weeks in a row, you’ve got yourself a self-help group & not a 
core group.  Use discernment to know when to kill the lesson and when to press 
forward.

8:20pm – Pray for one another.
8:35pm – “Amen. Okay, everyone. I have a reminder about Chi Alpha—we’re going on 
retreat next weekend…. Blah blah blah,. Okay, enough of that. We’re continuing our 
study of the book of Judges. As you remember, last week we…” set up the context for 
the study.
8:38pm –  Guide the discussion according to what we’ve given you.  Use the ACTS 
format below, always bringing it back to application using 1 Tim 3:16-17 as described in 
separate document on Bible Study.  
9pm – Concluding prayer (with prayerful response)
9:05pm – Goodbye, announce any homework assignments (memory verses, 
application tasks, etc).
 
• Suggested alterations:

• Move prayer from the beginning to the end. 
• Add icebreakers the first few meetings
• Don’t get uptight about the schedule. Leave yourself some slack and then 

go with the flow.
 
Basic principles for the core group leader:

• Questions are your bread and butter. Students have enough lectures already.
• You are the leader—lead! You’re not there to simply lead a discussion in which 

everyone pools his or her ignorance. I’ve been in core groups where much darkness 
was shed on the issue. Intersperse teaching with the discussion. The discussion is a 
vehicle for truth. It’s your servant, not your master.

• The Bible is your basis. Books are great, but the Bible is in a class by itself.
• Bring people, don’t just invite them.
• Relationship is the bridge to specific truth.
• You can’t lead where you haven’t gone.
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• Transformation is the goal. Information, motivation, and application are your tools 
(what, why, and how).

• Nothing becomes dynamic until it becomes specific.
• Variety is essential! Sometimes open with teaching, other times open with questions, 

other times open with an activity.
• The leader must be the change they expect in the group.
• Your task is to add value—either by teaching new truth or providing new 

opportunities.

How To Guide A Group Discussion: A Leader ACTS

Acknowledge Everyone’s Contribution
• Be sure to recognize everyone, even if several people speak at once.
• Respond to more than just words.  Be aware of laughter, a groan, or a deep sigh.
• Don’t always respond the same way.  For example, saying – “Good comment, Bob!” 

every time he talks.
• Be aware of your nonverbal responses.  Smile & nod! 

Clarify What Is Being Said and Felt
• “Let me see if I understand what you are saying.”
• “Would this be an accurate way to rephrase your question?”
• “Could you say that another way? I’m not sure I understand.”

Take It To The Group As Discussion Fodder
• Don’t be the answer person!
• “What do you guys think?”
• “I know you’ve struggled with this before, Julie. What would you do?”
• “You had good things to say when we talked about this yesterday, Todd. Why don’t 

you respond to that question?”

Summarize Periodically (every few minutes or so)
• “So far we seem to be saying”
• “Suzie, could you summarize what we decided was most important about this 

passage?”
• “It seems like we’re moving in this direction…”
• “I think I see a theme emerging here…”
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